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22. Prtee

The Venront Agency of Transportation initiated the use of wet process
asphalt :rubber hot mix (ARHM) on a 6. 92 km (4 .3 mi) section of US Route 2
during the 1993 construction season. Approximately 9070 t (10 , 000 tn) of ARHM
were produced and placed for a variety of design typicals which were compared
with 2204 t (2430 tn) of standard hot mix placed in similar applicati ons .
Mix designs and preliminaxy testing were ccmpleted by Western
Technologies of Phoenix, AZ and the asphalt rubber binder was prod.uced by
Asphalt Rubber Systems of Riverside, RI under subcontract with FW Whitcomb of
Walpole, NH. The ARHM was bid at a cost of $51. 00/ton or 82% rrore than the
standard mix.

The ARHM binder was composed of 77% AC-10, 6% extender oil, 15 % ground
tire rubber and 2% natural rubber. The gradation of the tire :rubber included
a range of 100% passing the #16 sieve through 50% passing the #30 sieve.
Independent testing at the VAaT Materials and Research I..al:::orato:ry
established that the rubber rrodified AC-10 asphalt used in the ARHM was
equivalent to a Perfomance Grade (ro) 70-40 and the AC 20 used in the
standard mix was equivalent to a ro 64-16.
Approximately 17 , 800 waste tires were used to produce the experirrental
mix. Mix production, laydown and corrq;>action were relatively trouble free. Sane
minor problems with quality assurance occurred, but these were related to the
prope.r ties of the product rather than failure to meet specifications.
With the exception of the first half day of paving, there were no health
related problems or canplaints associated with the production or placement of
the rubber rrodified mix.
Field surveys through two winters of exposure indicate some
disappointing early trends with regard to cracking, but it is far too early to
draw any definitive conclusions relative to the perfo:rmance of the ARHM.

ASPHALT RUBBER HOT MIX
US ROUTE 2 BOLTON-WATERBURY

In recent years the likelihood of future soortages of non-renewable
resources, as well as the spiraling costs for waste disposal operations, have
rrotivated a growing interest in the use of recycled materials in :roadway
consb:uction and rehabilitation. One such material which has been the focus of
expanding interest is used-tire rubber. According to estimates, there are sorre
six billion waste tires already strewn across America, and this number is growing
by approximately 300 million tires per year . The waste tire problem is especially
~rthy of attention because of the difficulty of disposing of the material which
is non-bicrlegradable and prcx:luces noxious fumes when bu:med.
OVer the past 10 years, a number of state transportation agencies and local
govenunents have evaluated bituminous concrete pavetrents containing ground rubber
derived from waste tires. In general the performance of the experitrental
applications has been superior to that of the standard control mixes, but the
cost of the :rubberized mixes is alrrost double that of conventional asphaltic
concrete. Interest in developing this technolc:gy has becare rrore acute recently
due to a provision of the Internodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA) which calls for incretrentally increasing use of waste tires in paverrent
construction. Beginning in fiscal year 1994, 5% of all asphalt paverrent tonnage
used in each state' s federal participating paving operations was to contain
rubber f rom waste tires . The specified tonnage increases by 5% each year through
fiscal year 1997 to an upper limit of 20% . ISTEA also stipulates a minimum
utilization of 10 kilograms per ton of recycled rubber per metric ton of hot mix
(20 pounds per ton) , or 150 kg/t (330 lb/tn) of spray appl ied binder .
The ISTEA stipulation has not yet been enforced, but the Venront Agency of
Transportation deerred it prudent to initiate a derronstration project to gain
experience with the use of ground waste tire :rubber in asphalt rubber hot mix
(ARHM) paverrents during the 1993 construction season. The specific project was
Bolton-Waterbury RS 0284 (13) on US Route 2.

EXISTING US ROUTE 2 - PROUEC'l' DESCRIPI'ICN:
Bolton-Waterbury Project RS0284 (13) began at a point on existing US Route 2
in the town of Bolton, 4.355 km (2 . 706 mi) east of the Waterb..rry/Bolton town line
and extending easterly for 6.994 km (4 .346 mi).
The existing roadbed was originally constructed in 1961 with a 6. 7 m (22
ft) pavement width and 1.83 m (6 ft) shoulders. The constructed subbase was 457
1

mn (18 in) of crushed rock, topped with 76 mn (3 in) of crushed stone base and
63 . 5 mm (2.5 in) of bituminous concrete pavement. The entire length of
Project RS 0284 (13 ) received a 19 mm (0 . 75 in) overlay in 1982 and in 1984 a 1. 77
km (1.1 mi) segtrent from km 5.63 to km 7 .40 (MM 3 .5 to MM 4.6) was treated with a
styrene-butadiene latex (STYRELIEF) chip seal application. The latter treabrent
was not considered successful initially, but it was observed that the chip seal
slowed the deterioration of the pavement enough so that the designers chose not
to reclaim (pul verize) the pavement within the STYRELIEF treated section. Current
ADr through the project area is in the 3000 range and the truck traffic catp:>nent
is 12% .
PURPOSE OF 'IHE

EVALUATICN;

Although t he prospect of a required number of projects utilizing ARHM each
year is not imminent , the Agency continues to be interested in the cost
effectiveness of projects of this type. The Bolton-Waterbury proj ect eval uation
was designed to answer many of t he cost and performance related questions which
will be najor considerati ons i f the ISTEA requirements are ever enforced. Another
goal of the experiment was to determine the feasibility of choosing ARHM as a
valid rehabilitation material, regardless of legal mandates.
The project included several variati ons in the pavement desi gn. Pavement
designs were modified for the evaluation so as to compare the cost effectiveness
of the ARHI'II against standard mix in several design configurations .

The project treatment variations are st.mrnarized in the table below.

'Ibwn

Test Section (s)

Begin

km (M'-1)

Errl
km (M-1)

l.enJth
km (mi)

Pvt.Dpth*
mn (in)

Pvt.*

Treatrrent*

'IYPe

Bolt

4.354 (2 .706)

4.546 (2 . 825)

0.192 (0.119)

38 (1.5)

AC

Bolt

4.546 (2 .825)

4.659 (2 . 895)

0.113 (0.070)

36 (1 .5)

AC

Bolt

4.659 (2 . 895)

4 .701 (2.921)

0.042 (0.026)

32 (1.25)

AC

Bolt

4.701 (2.921)

4.723 (2.935)

0.023 (0.014)

69 (2.0)

'PC

51

4 . 723 (2.935)

5.150 (3.200)

0.426 (0.265)

89 (3.5)

AC

102 mn (4" RB)
102 mn (4" RB)

Bolt

2.96, 2.99, 3 . 16

OVL

36 mn (1.5" CP)

Untreated
(Bridge)

mn (2 " CP)

Bolt

3.40

5.150 (3.200)

5.633 (3.500)

0. 463 (0.300)

69 (3 .5)

ARHM

Bolt

3.60, 3 . 65

5.633 (3.500)

5.954 (3. 700)

0.322 (0.200)

38 (1.5)

AC

OVL

OVL

Bolt

3.80 ,4.20, 4.40

5.954 (3. 700)

7.443 (4.625)

1.469 (0 .925)

36 (1.5)

ARHM

Bolt

4.60, 5.00, 5.40

7.4.43 (4 .625)

9.197 (5 .715)

1.754 (1.090)

57 (2.25)

ARHM

2

102 mn (4 " RB)

TcMn

Wt:by

Test Sectioo (s)

0.00, 0.20,
0.39, 0.60,
1.01, 1. 16

Begin
km (M>l)

Ehd

len3th

krn (M>I)

krn (mil

Pvt.I:pth*
mn (in)

'l'ype

Pvt.*

Treattrent*

0.000 (0.000)

1.744 (1.084)

1.744 (1.084)

89 (3.5)

ARHM

102 mn (4" RB)

Wt:by

1.744 (1.084)

1.908 (1.186)

0.164 (0 .102)

89 (3.5)

ARHM

51 mn (2 " CP)

Wt:by

1.909 (1.186)

2.152 (1.337)

0.243 (0.151)

38 (1.5)

'PC

*RB • R.ecl!Wred Base CP • Cold Plane
1IC • Asphaltic Concrete (Standard)

CNL

OVL • Overlay Only
ARHM • Asphalt Rubber Hot Mix

*The reclaimed base construction (RB) was perfo:rrred to a 102 nm (4 i n)
depth, so as to reconstitute the 64 mn (2 . 5 in) of existing pavement with 38 nm
(1 . 5 in) of the crushed stone base and not reach to the depth of the much coarser
subbase of crushed rock .
The variations in treatment as described al:xJve, will provide the follONing
comparisons of performance:
38 mn (1. 5 in) standard (no rubber) AC versus 38 nm (1. 5 in) ARHM .
89 rnn (3 . 5 in) standard AC w/102 rrm (4 in) RB versus 89 nm (3. 5 in) ARHM
w/102 mm (4 in) RB .
89 mm (3. 5 in) standard AC w/102 mm (4 in) RB versus 57 rrm (2. 25 in) ARHM w/102
rrrn (4 in) RB .

TE'Sl'IN:Z AND CCNI'ROLS :
Fifteen test sections were established through the length of the project ,
placed so as to enable t he evaluation and comparison of the foll owing treatments:
Test Section 2 . 96 in Bolton - This segm:nt received a 89 mm (3. 5 in) overlay of
standard asphaltic concrete over a 102 mn (4. 0 in) reclaimed base.
Test Secti on 2 . 99 in Bol ton - Saire as Test Section 2 . 96 .
Test s ection 3.18 in Bolton - Same as Test Section 2 . 96.
Test Secti on 3.40 in Bolton - This segment received an 89 rnn (3 . 5 in) overl ay of
ARHM over a 102 rrrn (4. 0 in) reclaimed base .
Test Secti on 3.60 -This segment received a 38 mm (1. 5 in) overlay.
Test Secti on 3 . 65 - Same as Test Section 3.60.
Test Section 3 . 80 in Bol ton - This segment received a 38 mn (1 . 5 in) overlay of
ARHM.
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Test Section 4. 20 in Bolton- Same as Test Section 3. 80.
Test Section 4. 40 in Bolton - Same as Test Section 3 . 80 .
Test Section 4. 80 in Bolton - This segment r eceived a 57 rrm (2 . 25 in) overl ay of
ARHM over a 102 rrm (4 in) reclaimed base.
Test Section 5.00 in Bolton- Same as Test Section 4.80.
Test Section 5. 40 in Bolton - Same as Test Section 4. 80 .
Test Secti on 0 . 00 in Waterbury - This segment received a 89 rrm (3 . 5 in) overl ay
of ARHM over a 102 rrm (4 in) reclaimed base .
Test Section 0. 20 in Waterbury - Same as Test Secti on 0 . 00 .
Test Section 0 . 39 in Waterbury - Same as Test Section 0 . 00 .
Test Section 0 . 60 in Waterbmy - Same as Test Section 0 . 00 .
Test Secti on 1. 01 in Waterbury - Same as Test Section 0 . 00 .
Test Section 1.16 in Waterbury - This segment was cold planed to a depth of 51 rrm
(2 in) and received an 89 rrm (3 . 5 in) overlay of ARHM.
A pre-construction pavement survey of cracking and rutting was taken within
each of the test sections on 22 Jun 92 . The results are shown in the table below.

Town

TS#

Cracking m/lOOm
(ft/100ft)

445

Avg Wheel Path Ruts
mn (1/16 in)

Roughness (Mays)

6 (4)

3551 (225)

(445)

mn/km (in/mi)

Bolton

2 . 96

Bolton

2.99

Data not available

Data not availabl e

3551 (225)

Bolton

3.18

Data not available

Data not available

3551 (225)

Bolton

3 .40

5 (3)

3551 (225)

Bolton

3 . 60

Data not available

Data not available

3172 (201)

Bolton

3 . 65

Data not available

Data not available

3172 (201)

Bolton

3 . 80

342

(342)

Data not available

2320 (147)

Bolton

4 . 20

323

(323)

Data not available

2730 (173)

432

(432)
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Cracking m/lOOm
(ft/lOOft}

Avg Wheel Path Ruts
Im\ (1/16 in}

Rouglmess (Mays}

mn/lan (i.n/mi}

Bolton

4.40

390

(390)

Data not available

2730 (173)

Bolton

4.80

550

(550)

6 (4)

2825 (179)

Bolton

5 . 00

3427 (3427)

6 (4)

2715 (172)

Bolton

5.40

2191 (2191)

7 (5}

3030 (192)

Waterbury

0.00

1128 (1128}

9 (6}

2888 (183)

Waterbury

0 . 20

1704 (1704)

14 (9}

2888 (183)

Waterbury

0 . 39

750

(750)

6 (4)

3236 (205)

Waterbury

0 . 60

616

(616)

12 (8)

3488 (221)

Waterbury

1.01

462

(462)

7 (4)

3425 (217)

Waterbury

1.16

628

(628)

10 (6)

4056 (257)

ARHM WET BLEND PROCESS;

'!he rubber utilized in the ARHM asphalt in the Bolton-Waterbury project was
not necessarily fran Venront tires. Tile reason for this was the lack of a facility

in the state with the capability to process the raw material (waste tires) to obtain
the requi red gradation (100% passing #16 seive thru 50% passing #30}. To insure that
Venront tires were recycled, a volume of Venront waste tires equivalent to the
rubber to be used on the project was prepared at Palmer Shredding in N::>rth
Ferrisburg and shipped to Baker Rubber, located at Chambersburg, PA. , where
facilities to process the tires were available that allow gradation requirements to
be met.
The Palmer processing included chipping to a 76 nm (3 in) size, rerroval of
tire wire and steel, and rechipping to a 25 nm (1 in} s i ze . The product shipped to
Baker Rubber was estimated to be 60% to 70% free of steel . The trucker transporting
the tire chips retumed to Ve:r:mont loaded with the ground tire and natural rubber
processed at the Baker Rubber plant and packaged in 22 . 7 kg (50 lb) bags. The
gradation of the tire rubber used included 100% passing 'the #16 sieve and
approximately 50% passing the #30 sieve .
Type I I and Type III mix designs for the pavements with rubber added to the
binder were developed by Western Technologies, Inc. , of Phoenix, Arizona, and were

comprised of the following:
•

F.W. Whitcomb's 13 nm (~in) and 10 nm (3/8 in) aggregate plus washed and dry
screenings (Colchester, VI') .
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•

Parco AC 10 asphalt (Athens, NY) .

•

SUnde.x 790 extender oil (Marcus Hook, PA).

•

Baker WRF- 30 ground tire :rubber

•

Baker TBS-20 ground natural rubl:er

(~hlrg,

PA) .

(~burg,

PA).

The Parco AC 10 was tested in the Materials and Research Laboratory
analysis indicated that i t was a FG 70-40 binder . Tests of the Bitumar AC
the standard mix indicated it was a FG 64-16. The Type III AC 20 mix from
used during the first day of leveling, did not include any rub:ber and was
for the PG classification.

and

20 used in
Cibro,
not tested

The mix designs suhn.i.tted by Westem Technologies "YJere devised to yield the
properties shown in the following table:

Stability, lbs.
% Air Voids Total Mix

3100

2750

4.2

3.9

Unit Wt. I pcf

148.0

146.5

Max 'Iheor. Unit Wt. , pcf

154 .5

152.4

Flow, 1/100 in.

13

11

% VMA

15.4

16.9

% Voids Filled

73.0

77.5

1800 min.
3-5

8- 16
14 min. Type II
15 min. Type III

The selected ARHM binder was 77% AC 10, 6% extender oil, 15% ground tire
:rub:ber and 2% ground natural rubber (tennis balls) .
'Ihe production of asphalt :rub:ber hot mix (ARHM) can :be accanplished by several
rrethods. ARHM used on the Bolton-Waterh.u:y project was produced via the ""YJet blend"
process. This method is distinct fran the so called "dry blend" process in that the
rubber is incorporated into the asphalt cerrent :before it is combined with the
aggregate. The blending was accanplished in the quarry, adjacent to the hot mix plant
and the blended asphalt was shuttled to the batch plant as needed. The contractor,

F .W. Whitcomb of Walpole, N.H. used a sub-contractor t o produce the wet blend
product, Asphalt Rub:ber Systems of Riverside, Rhcde Island.
6

MOBILIZATICN. TRIAL DROPS AND ACCEPTANCE '!'F.S'l'Im;
Asphalt Rubber Systems began rroving their equipment into Whitcomb's Colchester
batch plant on M::lnday, 16 Aug 93 and carrrenced production the following Thursday.
D.le to titre constraints, only one trial drop of the Type III rubber mix was rra.de on
the first day. It failed due to high air voids (5 . 5%) and low fines (1. 9%) . Four
trial drops of the Type II mix were made, rut all failed due to high air voids and
low fines. The following M::lnday rroming, additional drops were tested and failed.
Once again the failures were due to high air voids and low fines. After the second
series of failures, the asphalt content of the Type II mix was increased gradually
from 5. 5% to 6. 2%. The increase brought the air voids within an acceptable (3%-5%)
range but low fines remained a problem. The consensus was that the xylol solvent used
to extract the asphalt from the mixture had reacted with the rubber particles,
causing them t o agglarerate, and in the process, scxre of the fines adhered to the
rubber, and to the coarser sands and aggregates. Wet sieving of the sarrple after the
normal dry sieve analysis generally yielded enough minus #200 material to treet the
minimum job aim. A decision was made on 24 Aug 93 to waive the fines requirerrent so
l ong as the percent voids filled with asphalt was ~70%. This allowed production to
begin.
FUrther acceptance testing continued to reveal occasional problems with high
air voids, low voids filled with asphalt and low stabilities . '!he final day of
production of the Type II mix produced the best test results with stabilities
averaging nearly 2200 lbs, 450 lbs. higher than the previous two days. It should be
noted that in general , however, all acceptance testing yielded results that were
significantly less than theoretical values predicted in the mix design and only
rr.arginally acceptable in light of the original specification which was based on a
binder content of 5 . 5% .

MIX DESI(W AND PR.OJJUCI'IW;
The AC 20 binder for the standard mix was supplied by tw:::> manufacturers, Cibro
of Albany, NY and Bitumar of M::lntreal, canada. As previously trentioned, the AC 10
asphalt used to produce the ARHM was supplied by Parco of Athens, NY. The fine and
coarse aggregates were from F. W. Whitcomb' s Colchester quarry.
'!he first course (leveling course) with Type III standard mix was placed on
3 Jnn 93 . Subsequently, paving operations were suspended until 24 Aug 93, when the first
of tw:::> phases of paving with the ARHM began. During the first phase of paving, 5385 t
(5937 tn) of ARHM and 562 t (620 tn) of standard mix were produced from 24 Aug 93 thru 27
Aug 93 . During the second paving period, from 26 Oct 93 thru 30 Oct 93, 3693 t (4072 tn)
of ARHM and 1254 t (1382 tn) of standard mix were produced. The two rronth delay (from
7

late August to late Octol:er) separating the tv.D paving periods was due to the need for
installation of new and reset guardrail prior to the placement of the final pavement
course . Total production for the tv.D phases was 9078 t (10, 009 tn) of .ARffiii and 1816 t
(2002 tn) of standard mix. The average daily production, based on total tonnage of l:xJth
mixes during the ccmbined ten day production period was 1201 tons.

MANUFACTURER

Std. Type I I
t
(tn)

Std. Type I I I ARHM Typeii
t
t
(tn)
(tn)

Parco (AC 10)
Bi tumar (AC 20)

5385
(5937)
562
(620)

Cibro (AC 20)

Totals

562
(620)

ARHM Type I I I

t
(tn)

3693
(4072)

Totals
t
(tn)
9078
(10, 009)

1254
(1382)

1816
(2002)

388
(428)

328
(428)

1642
(1810)

5385
(5937)

3693
(4072)

11,282
(12,439)

Pavetrent cores -were taken during the first four days of the ARHM paving operations
to determine if the pavement met the 92% to 96% crnpaction specification requirerrent. The
compaction on the first day' s placement was satisfactory, averaging 93.6%. The mix placed
on the second day failed to meet the specification, averaging 91.4% . The cause of the
failure was believed to be a delay in the breakdown rolling . Cores taken on the tv.o other
days yielded acceptable results, with crnpaction averaging 93.0% and 94.0%, respectively .
During the second paving period, in late October, air terrperatures were much cooler
than sumrer terrperatures, occasionally dropping below 4° C (40° F). As a result , the
paving crew and the roller operators found the rubber rrodified mix much easier to work
with, trore stable and less offensive with regard to the odor of the rubber than what they
had experienced during the hot -weather in August. The 12 ton vibra tory breakdown roller
was able to stay much closer to the paver and the final rol ling with a twelve ton, tv.o
axle, steel wheel roller did not have to be delayed to accarodate the higher heat
retention of the rubber m::xli.fied mix. The fall paving seemed to produce trore small
concentrations of rubber and asphalt on the crnpacted surface, but fewer fine cracks were
noted in the finished pavement surface. Although increased stickiness had been observed
in the :rubber m::xli.fied mix during the earlier paving operations, none was noted during
the lat er, fall paving. Cores t aken during the final paving phase yielded acceptable
results with crnpaction averaging 92. 8% to 94. 8%.

8

HFALTH~:

The asphalt rul±.er hot mix placed on the first trorn.ing brought CO!Tplaints of strong
odors from the paving crew. Several workers rep::>rted the ft.11res from the continuous blend
product made them nauseous; however, there v.reren' t any further CO!Tplaints later that day
or through the remainder of the paving period. Humidity, air rroverrent, mix terrperature
and other factors might have had an effect on the fumes from the rubber modified mix.
There were no health related problems attributable to mix production or testing at the
batch site where the blended asphalt rubber was canbined with aggregate to produce the
ARHM .

TIRES 'UTILIZED;
A primary advantage of ARHM is the use of recycled waste tires . In the case of the
Bolton-Waterbury project the number of waste tires used f or production of ARHM was
estimated as foll(1..\!S:
1 . The Type II ARHM contained 6 . 2% binder by weight .
a) The tire rubber content of the
bi tuminous concrete.
b) Production of the Type II ARHM
c) The average passenger car t ire
weight, approximately 50% or 5

binder was 15% or 9 . 3 kg/t (18 . 6 lb/ tn) of
totaled 5385 t (5937 tn) .
weighs 10 kg (22 lb) and of that
kg (11 lb) is recyclable :rubber.

Therefore the number of waste tires used to produce the Type II ARHM was
approximately 10,000 .
1

2. The 3693 t (4072 tn) Type III ARHM contained 7.0% binder by weight or 10.5 kg/t
(21 . 0 lb/tn) . All other variables were equal to those of the Type II mix and the number of
waste tires used to produce the Type III ARHM was al::out 7800 . The number of recycled waste
tires used for both types of ARHM was approximately 17 1 800.
CQSTS:

Based on the contract prices for Item 406 . 25, Bituminous Concrete Pavement
($30.98/t ($28.10/tn)), for Item 406.25 (mod. ), ARHM ($56 . 23/t ($51.00/tn)), and for Item
310 . 15, Reclaimed Base Stabi l i zation ($1.20/rrr ($1.00/SY)) , the costs of the various
treatments evaluated are shown in the table on the foll(1..\ling page.
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Mix Type
AC • Std.
ARBM = Rubber
AC

Pavement

Pavement

Pavement

Thickness
38 mn (1. 5 in)

Thickness
57 mn (2 .25 in)

Thickness
89 mn (3 .5 in)

RB Thickness
102 mn (4.0 in)

'lbtal Cost

Cost/llf
(Cost/SY)

$2.80
($2 .34)

$2.80
($2.34)
$6.53
($5.46)

$1.20
($1.00)

$5.08
($4 . 25)

$7.73
($6.46)

$5.08
($4 .25)
$7.63
($6 . 38)
$11 . 86
($9.92)

$1 . 20
($1.00)

$8.83
($7.38)

$1 . 20
($1.00)

$13.06
($10. 92)

The 82% increase in cost/ton for the ARHM material was questioned early in the

developnent of the project , since there was only one supplier of wet blend binder located
within a reasonable distance for this project. 'Ihe subcontractor's (Asphalt Rubber
Systems) explanation for the high cost of the ARHM was based on the following :
a) Recapture of large capital outl ays - 'Ihese costs were required to prepare for
the wet process production of ARHM . Costs of approximately $1.3 million which had been
invested in new equiprent were cited.
b) Increased materials cost s - Requirerrent for extender oil, which is used to
control viscosity during the ARHM process, increased the unit cost by approximately
$2. 54/t ($2 . 30/tn) . The rubber in the Type III mix added another $4. 26/t ($3. 86/tn) to
the cost , while the rubber in the Type II mix added another $3. 78/t ($3. 43/tn) for that
mix type.
c) Costs for labor and expenses - High production costs w:re also attributed to a
process that required 9 trained m=n, working approximately 14 hrs/day.
d) Mobilization and transportation - Since the process requires rroverrent of multiple
units of heavy equiprent , rrobilization costs were very high. Additional costs included
chipping and shipping Verrront waste tires to Pennsylvania and returning the properly
graded rubber to the project.
e) Other miscellaneous expenses - Marketing expenses for a relatively untried
process, laboratory expenses and patent royalties w:re also mentioned .
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POST-~ON

PERFPRMANC$ EYALWlTIQN;

Post -const:ruction :perfonnance was rronitored at the conclusion of paving operations
and each year thereafter . The results of the inspecti ons and test ing are sl1c:1Nn in the
table bel011, based UIX>n a 3 year effort thus far .

n:MN

l:S!

&: Surv.

Yr.

Treatment

Cracking
m/10Qm (ft/100 ft)

Avg Wb.eelpath Ruts
mn (1/16 in)

Roughness

mn/km (in/mi)

Bol ton
3 . 5" AC
w/4" RB

'IS

2 . ~(2

1993
1994
1995

0
0
0

0
0
0

1531 (97)
1910 (121)
1626 (1 03)

Bolton
3 . 5 " AC
w/4" RB

TS 2 . ~~

1993
1994
1995

Data :Not Avail .
Data Not Avail .
0

Data Not Avail.
Data Not Avail .
1

1531 (97)
1562 (99)
1562 (99)

Bolton
3 . 5 11 AC
w/4 " RB

TS

3.l8

1993
1 994
1995

Data Not Avail.
Data Not Avail.
2

Data Not Avail .
Data not Avail .
1

1720 (109)
2051 (130)
1830 (116)

Bolton
3 . 5 11 ARHM
w/3.5" RB

TS 3 . ~

1993
1994
1995

0
0

0
0
0

1736 (110)
1989 (126)
1815 (113)

Bolton
1.5" AC
OVL

TS 3 , (2

1720 (1 09)
2020 (1 28)
1705 (108)

Bolton
1.5" AC

7 (7)

1993
1994
1 995

2 (2)
1 7 (17)

0
0
0

TS 3 .65

1993
1994
1995

0
13 (13)
33 (33)

0
0
0

1720 (109)
2020 (128)
1594 (101 )

Bolton
1 . 5" ARHM
OVL

TS 3.6Q

1993
1994
1995

0
0
0

1515 (96)
1784 (113)
1705 (108)

Bolton
1 . 5" ARHM
OVL

TS 4 , 2

1 547 (98)
1815 (115)
1563 (99)

Bolton
1.5" ARHM
OVL

TS

1420 (90)
1641 (104)
1641 (104)

OVL

~.~

0

0
62 (62)
106 (106)

1993
1994
1995

0
71 (71)
156 (156)

0
0
0

1993
1994
1995

0
0
35 (35)

0
0
0
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'I'C:MN

TSit

&

Stu:v. Yr.

Treatment

Cracking

m/100m (ft/100 ft)

Bolton
2.5" ARHM
w/4" RB

IS

Bolton
2.5" ARHM
w/4" RB

IS 5.Q

Bolton
2.5 11 ARHM
w/4" RB

TS !2,4

1993
1994
1995

Waterbury
3.5" ARHM
w/4" RB

TS Q,Q

1993
1994
1995

Waterbury
3.5" ARHM
w/4" RB

IS Q,2

1993
1994
1995

Waterbury
3.5" RB
w/4" RB

TS Q,;22

Waterbury
3 . 5" ARHM
w/4" RB

1993
1994
1995

0
0

Avg Wheelpath Ruts
mn (1/16 in)

Roughness

ImV'km

(in/mi)

0
0
0

1657 (105)
2289 (145)
1926 (122)

0
0
0

1894 (120)
2083 (132)
2131 (135)

0
0
0

1878 (119)
2273 (144)
1784 (133)

0
0
0

1705 (108)
2099 (133)
2004 (127)

0
0
0

0
0
0

1689 (107)
2083 (132)
1909 (121)

1993
1994
1995

0
0
0

0
0
0

1452 (92)
1815 (115)
1373 (87)

TS Q,6Q

1993
1994
1995

0
0
0

0
0
0

1641 (104)
1784 (113)
1578 (100)

Waterbury
3 . 5" ARHM
w/4" RB

TS l . Ql

1993
1994
1995

0
0
0

1752 (111)
1894 (120)
1484 (94)

Waterbury
3.5" ARHM
2" CP

IS l.l6

1993
1994
1995

0
0
0

2099 (133)
2320 (147)
1705 (108)

~.a

1993
1994
1995

7 (7)

0
0
27 (27)
0
0
0
0
3 (3)
19 (19)

0
0
5 (5)
0
0
7 (7)

The data shown above record performance information for only the first two years
and are adequate to establish preliminary trends at best. One troubling observation is
related to the Mays data which show a clear increase in roughness for the first two
years and a seemingly an.arrolous improvement in the ride index in 1995.
Another troubling and somewhat disappointing observation is related to premature
cracking, observed after two years in some of the test sections. The rrost extensive
12

cracking has occurred in ARHM 38 rrm (1. 5 in) overlay Test Sections 3 . 8 and 4. 2 in
Bolton. Q:x-rparison of t hese test sections with the similar test section overlaid with
standard asphaltic concrete mix (TS 3 . 65) is unfavorabl e with regard to cracking. Sare
test sections which included substanti al overlays of ARHM over a reclaimed base have
also shown early evidence of cracking (TS 5 . 0 in Bolton and 0. 0 in Waterbury) .
Although not substantial, the cracking is rrore than \'A:)Uld nonnally be anticipated
after such an extensive rehabilitation treatment and is significantly greater than
that occurring in crnparable test sections carprised of standard mix.

SUMMARY AND C'C:tiCLUSICNS:
The Bolton - Waterbury project included a wide variety of treatments which wi l l
allow a thorough comparison of the wet process ARHM product with standard bituminous
concrete mix.
There were few problems with the production of rubber rrodified mix, but sare
diffi culties were experienced in achieving the mix design requirements . At least some
of these problems were attributable to standard test procedures which may require
trodification when 'M:)rking with wet process ARHM.
Although it is too early to draw any definit ive oonclusions, sore early evidence
relative to the ARHM experiment is disappointing . When cat1pared wit h their standard
mix counterparts, sorne of the ARHM sections have shCMn. significantly rrore cracking.
Unl ess the unit cost of ARHM decreases substantially, and the preliminary
performance trends already established improve, the use of waste tire rubber in
bituminous mixtures will not be cost effective.
A schematic diagram depicting the ARHM production process used for the BoltonWaterbury project is appended to this report.

FOLI.<:M-UP:
~rformance monitoring will continue on the Bolton - Waterbury project until
clear-cut conclusions can be drawn as to the cost effectiveness of the ARHM product.
Eitphasis will be p l aced on the performance differences retween the ARHM and standard
bituminous concrete .
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APPENDIX A

TBS- 20
Natural
Rubber

WRF -30

Tire Rubb er

200 gal. Mix Drum

20,000 Gal.
Asph alt/Extender Oil
Tanker

low Meter
6,000 Gal.
AC

T a nker

6,000 Gal.
Extend er Oil
Tanker

6,000 Gal. Heater/Shuttle
Truck

~Truck shu ttles aspha lt-rubber binder to metered supp ly tanker at hot m ix plant

S~TIC

OF THE ASPHALT/RUBBER PRODUCI'ION AT THE
F. W. WHI'l'CCMB COLCHESTER, vr. PLAN!'

ASPHALT RUBBER HOT MIX PRODUCI'ION PROCESS - BOL'IW' WATERBURY

RS 0284 (13)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Parco AC 10 asphalt received f ran Athens , NY.

0. 3% Wetf ix antistrip added to tanker.
AC pt.UTped into heatec heater, extender oil added at same time via flow meter.
Heater raises AC and oil fran 240° F average to 400°-425° F.
Materi als purrped into heater/blender where ground tire rubber and natural rubber are
added to the mix dnlm via an auger elevator.
Rubber and AC are mixed with twin auger s for 10 -25 seconds in the 200 gallon mix drum
prior to p..mping asphalt rubber into the distributor truck .
Mat eri al purrped fran the distributor truck to the shuttle truck.
Binder viscosity checked after 45 minutes of mixing to insure reaction has occurred.
Truck s huttles naterial to suwly tanker at mix plant .
Asphalt rubber binder i s metered into asphalt weight bucket as required.

Bolton-Waterbury
RS0284(13)
RTE 2 Asphalt
Rubber ·Hot Mix

Recl aimi ng Pavement at Test
Section 1.01 Waterbury.
Note typical crack pattern.

Pavement and subbase
reclaimed to 8" depth.

Recompacted base.

Bolton-Waterbury
RS0284(13) RTE 2
Asphalt Rubber
Hot Mix

Charging 20 , 000 gallon
tank with AC 10 and
extender oil .

Pumping 400 deg. F. AC
and extender oil into
heater/blender.

Ground tire and natural
rubber supplied in 50
pound bags.

Bolton-~vaterbury

RS0284(13) RTE 2
Asphalt Rubber
Hot Mix

ChaJJging mix drum with
ground rubber via auger
elevator.

Overview of binder
production process.

Metered supply tanker
at hot mix plant.

Bolton-lvaterbury
RS0284(13)
RTE 2 Asphalt
Rubber Hot Mix

Asphalt rubber is metered
into asphalt weight bucket
as required.

Trial drops and acceptance
tests often failed with
high % voids , low % voids
filled with asphalt and
low stabilities.

Placement and compaction were
similar to standard mix.

